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Finding the Mitzvah in the Mundane
Rabbi Edward S. Boraz

One of the Torah’s most persistent themes
is movement from the “ordinary” (chol) to the
“holy” (kodesh). How do we transform that
which is ordinary into something sacred?
The “sacred” in our faith is an actual state
of being, not necessarily that spiritual sense
we experience as something profound. To experience the sacred in this modern age of experiential learning, we seem to require a consciousness,
an awareness, that we “feel holy.” Without such a feeling, something seems amiss; the moment doesn’t seem
“sacred”.
I would argue that our great faith does not have such
a requirement; we perform quite ordinary acts which
are regarded as being holy or sacred without conscious
self-awareness. In other words, holiness can be a “state
of being” – a religious existential state that exists independently from our acknowledgment. How does this
play out in everyday life, as opposed to during the High
Holy Days, or while lighting the Hanukkah candles with
our family?
Many such examples become evident if we ask ourselves what mitzvot we perform each day without being
aware as we perform them? For example, the UVJC
often puts out a weekday call for a Shiva or Yahrzeit
minyan. People come, often after a long day, not necessarily because of their need to pray on that day and at
that time, but rather specifically to be a source of comfort and companionship while the mourner engages in
the release of grief, sorrow, and pain, that accompanies
recitation of the Kaddish.
We participate in such a minyan to enable a single individual to recite Kaddish. However, such attendance is
much more, even when one in attendance has difficulty
reciting the prayers preceding actual recitation of the
Kaddish. Without even being aware of it, by their mere
presence, minyan participants perform the act of com-

forting a mourner; they are not just “making
a minyan in order for someone to say Kaddish.” One’s fatigue, or the lack of self-awareness that one is performing two significant
mitzvot, do not change the great holiness that
comes with fulfilling these and other commandments.
Another example arises when one is engaged in assisting elderly parents: in addition to providing direct assistance, the individual is also
performing the mitzvah of honoring one’s father and
mother. Finally, when our children attend Hebrew
school, parents may not see that they are fulfilling God’s
commandment to teach your children.
Each instance illustrates the emergence of a state of
being of which we may not be aware, but of which, on
a deep and significantly divine level, the universe will
note. Such seemingly mundane acts, often taken for
granted, carry real significance in a scheme far greater
than what we can perceive. It doesn’t matter that we
do not comprehend it, or even that we cannot begin to
articulate its meaning.
Where does this divine from within originate? The following midrash, taken from the epilogue to Elie Wiesel’s
The Town Beyond the Wall addresses this question that
can never be fully explained:
Legend tells us that one day Man spoke to God in this
wise:
“Let us change about. You be Man, and I will be God for
only one second.”
God smiled gently and asked him, “Aren’t you
afraid?”
“No. And you?”
“Yes, I am,” God said.
Nevertheless, God granted Man’s desire. God became
Man, and Man took God’s place, whereupon he immedi-
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President’s
Message
by Rusty Sachs

Change is Always Difficult

Regardless of how much we want or need it, change is always difficult. Promoted to a better job? It may entail moving away from a familiar – even loved – community. Headed off to college? The support
system you’ve relied on until now will be harder to reach and maintain contact with. Finally retiring? The absence of regular tasks and
regular surroundings can be very disorienting.
But change is also a shot in the arm, a jolt to the doldrums. Change
stimulates the mind and compels people to view their environment
from new angles. Kol Ha’Emek, our Upper Valley Jewish Community,
is entering a new chapter in its life; we must face it as Jews have confronted change for nearly fifty-eight centuries: with courage, respect
for our peers, and an open willingness to adapt to new circumstances
while remaining loyal to our highest values.
We will soon be welcoming to the Upper Valley a new rabbi. Some
are thrilled and excited, others hesitant and confused. But we have
always known that we are a diverse community, with a wide variety
of values. We nonetheless manage to celebrate together our shared
feasts, holidays, and life cycle events. We must do the same as we turn
this page in Kol Ha’Emek history. L’dor v’dor: a new generation takes
the torch from its predecessor, and we all work to make the world a
better place.
Pesach is a time when passing of the torch rises to the top of our
consciousness. As we fulfill the duty to tell the story of our freedom,
as we ponder the forms of slavery that bind us even today, and as we
muse on whether our parents considered us wise, wicked, simple, or
clueless, we look at the young and realize that, no matter the change,
we share a culture that will survive.

MUNDANE: from page 1

ately availed himself of his omnipotence by refusing to revert to his previous
state. After that, neither God nor Man was ever again what he seemed to be.
Years passed, centuries, perhaps eternities. And suddenly the drama quickened. The past for one, and the present for the other, became too heavy to be
borne.
As the liberation of the one was bound to the liberation of the other, they
renewed the ancient dialogue whose echoes come to us in the night, charged
with hatred, with remorse, and most of all, with infinite yearning.
We yearn for that rightful place in which there is harmony and balance,
an end to our infinite yearning. That place is to be found when we realize
that within the mundane actions each of us performs daily, there is to be
found holiness, divinity, and the yearning for a better world.
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Letter From
Our Education Director,
Melissa Herman

OTHER UVJC TRUSTEES
& COMMITTEE CHAIRS

Dear Kol Ha’Emek,

Happy spring! There has been a lot of activity at the Roth Center with
Tu B’shevat, Purim, Rabbi candidate visits, havurah groups, and planning
for the upcoming holidays.
I am particularly excited about the havurah groups because I attended
many of the gatherings and observed how nice it was for Jewish parents
and kids to get together outside of Hebrew school to share a meal and a
conversation. The kids enjoyed unstructured playtime with Jewish friends,
and the parents got to know each other a bit better. I hope to see these
gatherings continue this year and in the future.
Lori Siegel, second grade teacher, led the Tu B’shevat Seder at school, giving it a lovely emphasis on environmental issues.
The Purim carnival was a lot of fun, and it was great having so many
families pitch in to help with set up, baking for the cakewalk, and helping
to clean up. Some kids baked too, and not just hamentaschen at school.
There were prizes for the best costumes in three categories:
• The best homemade costume went to Tamara Weinberger for her
beautiful owl costume
• The funniest costume went to Solly Flores for his Darth (Vader)
Haman costume
• The best Purim-related costume was a tie, going jointly to Ella Sussman for her Queen Esther costume, and to Jonah Kleinbaum for his
hamantastchen-baking chef costume. Yasher koach to Jonah for sewing the
costume himself!
We look forward to hosting Sofer/Rabbi Kevin Hale and Memorial Scrolls
Trust director Jeffrey Ohrenstein to Hebrew school on Sunday, March 25
after the Siyum ceremony. They will teach the students about the holocaust
Torahs rescued by the Memorial Scrolls Trust, Torah restoration, and how
to do Hebrew calligraphy for sacred items such as Torahs, mezuzahs, and
ketubas. Congregant Laura DiPiazza will be on hand to help Rabbi Hale
with the calligraphy lessons.
In April, we will have an all-school Seder and a visit from representatives
of the Social Action Committee to teach the students about the kinds of
mitzvot members of our congregation do in the Upper Valley.
We had such a good time at the fall Hebrew school retreat that we decided to invite the whole congregation to a Shavuot retreat on May 19-20.
Save the date for now, contact me for further information about timing
and location.
Your faithful Education Director, Melissa
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Volunteer to Sponsor a Shabbat Morning Kiddush

Responsibility to prepare our weekly Shabbat kiddush is rotated among UVJC volunteers who attend
services. Preparing kiddush for the congregation is a
great way to celebrate a birthday, graduation, wedding
anniversary, or to commemorate a loved one’s yahrzeit.
It’s also an opportunity to get together with old friends
and make new ones.
For those unfamiliar with the tradition of Shabbat
morning kiddush, it is the time following the service
when we gather over wine, grape juice, challah and
other goodies. But most of all, we come together to

enjoy Shabbat with good fellowship.
Wine, grape juice, paper goods and cups are supplied
by the UVJC. The weekly kiddush volunteer supplies
the challah. One may add to the fare if one wishes. For
example, herring, gefilte fish, cheese, cookies, coffee
cake, sweet rolls, pretzels, or fruit make nice additions
to the kiddush table.
Please visit http://bit.ly/2f1OoxV to sign up to sponsor a Kiddush or if you have questions please contact
Yoni Neirman who may be reached evenings at 802649-3234, or by email at yoniltsneirman@gmail.com.

LUNCH PROGRAM
FOR
CHILDREN IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING
UVJC Social Action Committee

We anticipate that Kol Ha'Emek, the UVJC, will once again take part in a summer lunch program
for children who live in affordable housing in White River Junction.
During the school year, these children receive federally-funded lunches. Throughout the summer,
Kol Ha'Emek-UVJC and various area churches provide lunches, with each participating congregation assuming responsibility for a week’s worth of lunches. In past years, many of you contributed
generously toward the cost, while others volunteered to help prepare the lunches. We typically
spend a delightful Monday morning preparing lunches for the full week.
If you would like to donate toward the cost of the lunches, please send a check made out to the
UVJC to the UVJC office with “lunch program” in the memo line. If we receive more contributions
than needed, any leftover funds will be donated to a food pantry or shelter.
If you are interested in helping with the shopping or preparation of the lunches, please e-mail
UVJCSocAction@gmail.com, or call Carolyn Gordon at 603-643-5895. Once we know which summer week will be our responsibility, we will contact you to see if you are available.
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IMMIGRANTS OR REFUGEES?
Carolyn S. Gordon, Social Action Committee

Like so many of our grandparents or great-grandparents, my grandmother came to the United
States in the early 1900s, fleeing from pogroms in
Eastern Europe. A few years later, she married my
grandfather, himself an immigrant who became an
American citizen. Imagine her shock fifty years
later when she applied for a U.S. passport to visit
Israel only to discover that she was not an American citizen! She had not been aware that spouses
of citizens were not automatically granted citizenship. Fortunately, she was able to rectify the situation and become a citizen, and my grandparents
enjoyed a wonderful trip to Israel.
In many cases, there is a very thin line between
refugees and undocumented immigrants. Among
the latter are, for example, the ethnic Chinese Indonesian Christians who fled to New Hampshire
twenty years ago to escape religious persecution
and violence in Indonesia. Fearing for their lives,
they came here in the fastest way possible by obtaining tourist visas, intending to apply for asylum
once they were settled. In the confusion of starting
a new life, learning a new language and coping
with the trauma, they were unaware of and thus
missed the deadline for applying for asylum, much
as my grandmother had failed to keep abreast of
the laws concerning naturalization.
While some eventually were able to obtain citi-

zenship, others tried and failed. Meanwhile, they
became valued members of their community and
raised families, including American-born children.
Now they face the prospect of deportation to a
country where they have nothing left. Are they any
different from my grandmother? I shudder to think
what might have happened to her in today's climate. Would she have been deported to Lithuania?
As Jews, we know the consequences of countries
turning their backs on those trying to escape persecution and violence. I think all of us feel compassion for refugees. We are also opening our hearts
to immigrants, so many of whom are refugees from
violence in all but name.
How can you help? The Meriden Congregational
Church plans to offer physical sanctuary, if needed,
to an immigrant or immigrant family. By doing so
publicly, not secretively, they are staying within the
confines of the law. Our help will be needed to
serve the humanitarian needs of those in sanctuary
such as food, transportation, health and social
services, etc. You will find a form in this Connection on which you mayu indicate ways in which
you would like to be involved.
For more information about the sanctuary project
or other ways to help immigrants or refugees,
please contact Carolyn Gordon at csgordon@dartmouth.edu or 603-643-5895.

We invite you to complete the form below, clip and send it to the UVJC office.

You may scan and send the form via e-mail to uvjc@valley.net,
or mail it to Kol Ha’Emek-Upper Valley Jewish Community, 5 Occom Ridge, Hanover, NH 03755.
(Many thanks to those of you who already filled it out at the Lunch and Learn in March or online.)

Immigrant Support Network of the Upper Valley ~ Sanctuary Volunteer Interest Sheet
Please use this form to let us know how you would like to help.

Name ______________________________________________ Phone (circle: CELL or HOME) _______________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________________ Faith Community UVJC

I would like to get involved!

Please share more information with me about the volunteer opportunities that I have checked:

q Provide food
q Provide for basic needs (errands)
q Provide overnight company
q Provide childcare
q Provide transportation
q Offer entertainment
(games & movie

q Provide emotional support,
q
q
q
q
q

visit with family
Provide language translation
Provide medical support
Provide legtal support
Raise funds
Provide a gift card
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q Organize other volunteers

q Other _____________________
q Other _____________________
q I would like to learn more about
Immigration and Sanctuary?

You Are Invited to Attend
Kol Ha’Emek Shavuot Retreat

2:00 p.m. Saturday, May 19 to Noon Sunday, May 20th.
For location details, please send a note to Melissa Herman at school@uvjc.org.
The whole congregation is invited.
Our special guest will be Shlicha Noam Wolf.
Also coming are Melissa Herman, Rabbi Boraz, Rusty Sachs, and hopefully – you!
We will celebrate Shavuot by studying Torah all night!
We’ll have fun, sing songs, eat S’mores, commune with other Jews,
and celebrate the end of the Hebrew school year.
The cost for the Retreat is: $35 per adult; $20 for kids 6 - 18; 5 and under are free.
Please let us know if you can join the Cooking committee.

R.S.V.P. by Friday, May 11

Email: school@uvjc.org, and include names, ages and dietary restrictions for each.
Send payment to: UVJC, c/o Chris DePierro, 5 Occom Ridge, Hanover, NH 03755

To R.S.V.P., send a note to Melissa Herman (school@uvjc.org).
Please include names, ages, and dietary restrictions for each participant.
Send payment to: UVJC, 5 Occom Ridge, Hanover, NH 03755
Note: Everyone is invited to sleep over, but, you’re also welcome to go home and return
the next morning; there is no difference in price. If cost would prevent you from attending, please contact Melissa or Rabbi for assistance. We want lots of people to come!
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"Days of Remembrance" Recital at Roth Center
Saturday, April 14 at 7:00 PM
Roth Center for Jewish Life at Dartmouth

On Saturday, April 14 at 7:00 PM, the Roth Center will host a recital by acclaimed Lithuanian violinist Borisas Traubas, with pianist Elizabeth Borowsky.
The program will feature Lithuanian and Jewish music in commemoration of "Days of Remembrance," an annual eight-day Holocaust memorial period established by U.S. Congress.
Traubas is an active champion of Jewish culture in Lithuania: he
is founder of the ensembles Jerusalem of Lithuania and The Baltica
Trio, presenting Jewish music on programs throughout Europe, and
he has recorded the soundtracks for two Holocaust-themed movies.
As principal violinist and assistant to the conductor of the Lithuanian Chamber Orchestra for over forty years, Traubas has performed
with renowned musicians including Yehudi Menuhin, Mstislav Rostropovich, Timofei Dokshizer, Gidon Kremer, and David Geringas.
This event is part of a two-week U.S. concert tour. Admission is
by donation.

Celebrating Lenny: 100 Years of Leonard Bernstein

Saturday, April 7th • 7:30pm • Roth Center for Jewish Life • $25 per person

Leonard Bernstein may have died almost 30 years ago, but his music lives on.
Celebrate the centennial of his birth with some of his most beloved tunes,
from West Side Story, Candide, On the Waterfront, and more.
Join Opera North and Kol Ha’Emek for this wonderful sequel to last year’s Opera Schmopera!
For more information visit: https://www.operanorth.org/special-events.html
For Tickets visit: http://bit.ly/2p0PI5e

(UVJC members may use discount code UVJC18 at checkout for a $5 discount)

High Holiday Tzedakah: Suggestions Invited

Each year, it is our custom to empty our pockets of money as we enter the sanctuary for Kol Nidre.
We collect this tzedakah and divide it between two selected charities:
one charity is local, and the other has a Jewish or Israeli connection.
We invite members of the UVJC to recommend a charity for consideration.
Please send your suggestions to UVJCSocAction@gmail.com by June 1.
Thank you very much!
How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment
before starting to improve the world – Anne Frank
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Literature Lovers

We are members of an enthusiastic reading group who love to discuss books proposed by group
members. We welcome new participants. Come join us! Literature Lovers usually meets at 7:00
PM the last Sunday of the month, unless otherwise noted. For location or information, please contact Susan Cohen at 603/643-3611, or email sncohen037@gmail.com

SUNDAY, APRIL 29

MOONWALKING WITH EINSTEIN
by Joshua Foer

Moonwalking with Einstein recounts Joshua Foer's yearlong quest to improve his memory
under the tutelage of top "mental athletes." He draws on cutting-edge research, a surprising cultural history of remembering, and venerable tricks of the mentalist's trade to transform our understanding of human memory.

SUNDAY, MAY (DATE TBA)
THE STREET OF CROCODILES
by Bruno Schulz

The Street of Crocodiles in the Polish city of Drogobych is a street of memories and
dreams where recollections of Bruno Schulz's uncommon boyhood and of the eerie side
of his merchant family's life are evoked in a startling blend of the real and the fantastic.
Bruno Schulz, a Polish Jew killed by the Nazis in 1942, is considered by many to have
been the leading Polish writer between the two world wars.

The Street of Crocodiles was reviewed by Cynthia Ozick (NY Times): http://nyti.ms/2p91n24

The act of remembrance is a profound experience in Jewish tradition. Remembrance
brings to present consciousness the influence, love, and nurturing that the departed
brought to us, our children, and our children's children. A yahrzeit board offers a way
to respect and pay tribute to the memories of our departed loved ones.
The yahrzeit board in the Alperin Sanctuary at the Roth Center for Jewish Life at
Dartmouth College provides each member of our congregational family the opportunity
to engage in the profound mitzvah of remembrance by acquiring a yahrzeit plaque. On
the anniversary of the yahrzeit (the date of death), a light is illuminated adjacent to the
deceased’s name.
If you are interested in acquiring a yahrzeit plaque, please contact the UVJC office
at 603-646-0460 or at office@uvjc.org.
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Keep up with what is
happening at the
Upper Valley
Jewish Community
today, next week and into
the future on Facebook.
Please request to join
the UVJC page today
at
facebook.com/groups/
359003357910/

Yahrzeit Contributions

Rosina Carpentier in memory of
Lazard and Lillian Katz, her parents
Rick and Harriet Fingeroth in memory of
Murray M. Fingeroth, Rick’s father
Aila Conarck in memory of Jack Levy, her uncle
Yoni and Steven Neirman in memory of
Bruce Neirman, Steven’s brother
Yoni and Steven Neirman in memory of
Arlene Neirman, Steven’s mother
Yoni and Steven Neirman in memory of Daniel Stevens,
Yoni’s father
Diane Roston in memory of David Plaut, her husband
Diane Roston in memory of Muriel Roston, her mother
Gary and Lynn Schwartz in memory of
Ethel Schwartz, Gary’s mother
Andrew and Kathryn Friedland in memory of
Sidney Friedland, Andrew’s father
Peter and Marjorie Aptakin in memory of
Barbara Spencer, Marjorie’s mother
Peter Aptakin in memory of Jean Aptakin, Peter’s first wife
Ellen Moore in memory of her mother, Mary Gorman Owen
Bruce Pacht in memory of his step-grandfather, David Leibowitz
Aila Conarck in memory of Albert Conarck, Sy Conarck’s father
Fay Bronstein in memory of her husband, Eugene Bronstein
Robert Greene in memory of
Jack Presberg, Robert’s father in law
Sharon and Jerome Smith in memory of
Edna Greenberg, Sharon’s mother
The Sacks Family in memory of Michael Humphrey
Gloria and Sydney Finkelstein in memory of
Harry “Skippy” Gold, Gloria’s father
Gloria and Sydney Finkelstein in memory of
Jacqueline Gold, their niece
Gary and Dianne Levine in memory of
Bertha Sholinsky, Dianne’s mother
Gary and Dianne Levine in memory of
Ruth Levine, Gary’s mother

UVJC General Fund

Monroe Mayer in memory of
Irving Stringer, his father in-law
Monroe Mayer in memory of Leo Mayer, his father
Monroe Mayer in memory of Joan Mayer, his wife
Dr. and Mrs. David Greenfield in honor of
Rabbi Boraz and Bonnie Kimmelman’s Eastman Services
Charles Cole

Adult Education Fund

Samuel and Mary Zucker in memory of
Julius Zucker, Samuel’s father

UVJC Endowment Fund
Jeremy Katz

Cemetery Fund

Barbara Brown in memory of
her husband, Channing Brown

Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund

Renee Snow in memory of her husband, Dr. Norman Snow

Upper Valley
Jewish Community Cemetery

The Upper Valley Jewish Community owns and maintains its own
cemetery for your comfort and service in times of need. We encourage UVJC members to think today about future needs. Plot locations
may be selected and information you want family members to have
may be recorded informally at a time when there is not a present
need. Inquiries about the cemetery or plot acquisition shoulc be directed to the UVJC Office Administrator at 603-646-0460.

Bimah Baskets & Centerpieces
for B’nai Mitzvah

& Other Special Occasions

A Beautiful Alternative to Flowers

Colorful and elegantly-arranged baskets of food provide the festive beauty of
flowers and infuse your occasion with the spirit of tikkun olam. Afterwards,
the contents are donated to food pantries. Perfect for B’nai mitzvah, Kiddushes
and other occasions. The Social Action Committee is delighted to prepare the
baskets. You pay only for the contents.
For further info, contact UVJCSocAction@gmail.com
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DO YOU KNOW
. . . where everything Jewish is going on in
the Upper Valley? . . . where you can find the
entire TANACH read to you in Hebrew? . . .
where there are links to popular local destinations and local weather? . . . where there is
a database of everything Jewish for your region, including learning links and candlelighting times?
Visit the UVJC website OFTEN, for ALL the news:

www.uvjc.org
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APRIL/MAY 2018
5778 B’nai Mitzvah
April 28, 2018 - Morgan Kantor
Daughter of
Stephen and Kim Kantor
May 26, 2018 - Owen Eskey
Son of
Cliff and Felixa Eskey

